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QUESTION: 44
Failed migrations can be caused by which of the following? (Choose four.)

A. Placement Rule Priority
B. CIFS file is exclusively locked
C. NFS file is exclusively locked
D. Insufficient disk space on the target
E. No free iNodes in a namespace containing NFS
F. No free iNodes in a namespace containing CIFS

Answer: A, B, D, E

QUESTION: 45
Consider the Share Farm display from ARX Manager in the graphic below. What is
the likely cause of the Share Farming being degraded?

A. There are four share while threshold of five shares has been set.
B. The migration is in process and the status will be updated when it completes.
C. The filter CPU and memory resources have fallen below the configured threshold.
D. The disk space on one of the shares fell below the configured Capacity threshold.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 46
There are both tentative rules and working rules in an environment. It is noticed that a
tentative rule has a higher priority than the working rules and suspect it is stealing

matches. How is this issue immediately corrected suspect it is stealing matches. How
is this issue immediately corrected?

A. Disable the working rule only and then re-enable the rules to force a file scan.
B. Disable the tentative rule, then disable and reenable the working rules to force a
file scan.
C. Disable the tentative rule only and the ARX will automatically force a file scan for
the working rules.
D. Disable the tentative rule, alter the priority to be lower than the working rules and
re-enable the tentative rule as tentative.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 47
During a failed CIFS migration, the following error in the logs is noticed:
STATUS_SHARING_VIOLATION? What is the most likely cause?

A. The share the file is on is disabled.
B. A client has an exclusive CIFS lock on the file.
C. The status of the file cannot be shared with the proxy-user.
D. The proxy-user does not have sufficient rights to move the file.
E. Two clients are attempting to acquire an exclusive lock on the file.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 48
Which of the following is true of packet capture of IP traffic to and from the ARX?
(Choose two.)

A. Packet captures cannot be performed from the ARX Manager(GUI).
B. From the command Line Interface(CLI), the capture command is used.
C. From the Command Line Interface (CLI), the cpdump command is used.
D. Packet captures cannot be performed from the Command Line Interface(CLI).
E. From the ARX Manager (GUI), Packet captures can be created from the
maintenance selection.

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 49
Which of the following statements is true concerning the collection of diagnostic
information on an ARX? (Choose two.)

A. A diag collection can be performed from the ARX Manager (GUI) or the
Command Line Interface (CLI).
B. The results of a diag collection performed from the ARX Manager (GUI) must be
saved to the ARX hard drive.
C. The results of a diag collection run from the Command Line Interface (CLI) must
be created on the ARX's hard drive.
D. The results of a diag collection performed from the ARX Manager (GUI) can only
be saved to the workstation running ARX Manager.
E. The results of a diag collection run from the Command Line Interface (CLI) can be
created on the ARX's hard drive or to a remote server using ftp or scp.

Answer: A, E

QUESTION: 50
Which of the following protocols can NOT be used to copy files from an ARX to an
external server?

A. ftp
B. nfs
C. rcp
D. scp
E. cifs
F. tftp

Answer: C
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